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The Power Of Subconscious Mind
Joseph Murphy
DR. JOSEPH MURPHY, the author of The Power of
Your Subconscious Mind, wrote, taught, counseled, and
lectured to thousands all over the world for nearly 50
years. Studying the world's major religions convinced
him that some great power lay behind them all. This
collection of his works on Wealth and Spirituality is a
must read for anyone who wants to find that power.
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF In Believe in Yourself, Murphy
shows how you can use the power of believing in
yourself to achieve your dreams. Illustrating his points
with wonderful stories about how inventors, writers,
artists, and entrepreneurs have used this power to reach
the heights, he shows you how you, too, can achieve
success. HOW TO PROSPER Prosperity means to
increase our capacity or ability in every direction, so that
we make use of the Power and ourselves. The human
mind connects the word prosper with money, but we do
not get more money until we prosper inwardly by
increasing our knowledge of God, the way he works, and
by deepening our ability to express ourselves.
MEDITATIONS & AFFIRMATION You have the
incredible potential to be, do, and receive whatever you
desire, imagine, and truly believe. Unfortunately, only a
small number of people achieve their full human
potential, because they fail to recognize and harness the
infinite power of the subconscious mind--the divinity
within them and around them. This book will show you
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how to create your own new reality through desire,
imagination, and belief. THE HEALING POWER OF
YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND Your thoughts and
feelings create your destiny. Whatever your conscious
and subconscious minds agree upon will come to pass.
Think of illness and you will be ill. Think of happiness
and you will be happy. You have the power to control
what goes into your mind. Instead of dwelling on
depressing and life-sapping thoughts, feed your
subconscious with life giving patterns and your actions
and reactions will match your thoughts. In this book, Dr.
Murphy gives you the tools to reprogram your mind to
change the nature of your thoughts from debilitating
negativism to inspiring affirmation.
Originally published in 1963, The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind was written by Dr. Joseph Murphy. It
is one of the most beloved and bestselling inspirational
guides of all time, showing how changing your thought
patterns can produce dramatic improvements in your life.
Using practical, easy-to-understand techniques and realworld case studies, Dr. Joseph Murphy reveals the vast
influences of the subconscious mind on all aspects of
existence-money, relationships, jobs, happiness-and
how you can apply and direct its power to achieve your
goals and dreams. A life-changing classic since its initial
publication, it has opened millions of readers to the
unseen force within them. It is one of the most promising
self improvement books that you can give to yourself or
your loved ones. Dr. Joseph Murphy was an Irish-born
American author and New Thought minister, ordained in
Divine Science and Religious Science. The New Thought
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movement is a spiritual movement which coalesced in
the United States in the early 19th century. New Thought
was preceded by "ancient thought," accumulated wisdom
and philosophy from a variety of origins, such as Ancient
Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Chinese, Taoist, Vedic,
Muslim, Hindu, and Buddhist cultures and their related
belief systems, primarily regarding the interaction
between thought, belief, consciousness in the human
mind, and the effects of these within and beyond the
human mind. This book will serve as a guide and help
you understand the depth of your subconscious, get rid
of fears and attract what you desire simply by changing
your beliefs. Having sold millions of copies, this book and
its ideas have changed the lives of many all over the
world.
MAXIMIZE YOUR POTENTIAL THROUGH THE
POWER OF YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND TO
OVERCOME FEAR AND WORRY Dr. Joseph Murphy’s
classic book The Power of Your Subconscious Mind was
first published in 1963 and became an immediate best
seller; it was acclaimed as one of the best self-help
guides ever written. Following the success of this work,
Dr. Murphy lectured to thousands of people around the
world, and millions tuned in to his daily radio program. In
his lectures, he pointed out how real people have
radically improved their lives by applying specific aspects
of his concepts. Now, these lectures have been
combined, edited, and updated in six books that bring Dr.
Murphy’s teachings into the 21st century and provide
readers with his proven tools on how to program their
subconscious minds so that they can radically improve
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their lives. In this book, your will learn: • Why we all
worry mostly about things that will never happen • That
worry robs us of vitality, enthusiasm, and energy; and
often causes ulcers, high blood pressure, and other
debilitating diseases • How to replace fear and worry
with harmony, peace, and love • Which prayers and
meditations will cleanse the mind of irrational concerns
and implant uplifting ideas into the subconscious
Dr. Joseph Murphy's classic book The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind was first published in 1963 and
became an immediate bestseller; it was acclaimed as
one of the best self-help guides ever written. Following
the success of this work, Dr. Murphy lectured to
thousands of people around the world, and millions
tuned in to his daily radio program. In his lectures, he
pointed out how real people have radically improved their
lives by applying specific aspects of his concepts. Now,
these lectures have been combined, edited, and updated
in six books that bring Dr. Murphy's teachings into the
21st century and provide readers with his proven tools
on how to program their subconscious minds so that they
can radically improve their lives. In this book Dr. Murphy
discusses the core concept that our thoughts and
feelings create our destiny. Whatever our subconscious
and conscious mind agree upon will come to pass.
Fortunately, we have the power to control our thoughts,
and in these pages Dr. Murphy gives us the tools we
need to reprogram our mind so that we can experience
inspiration, happiness, and fulfillment instead of
negativity. As we feed our subconscious with uplifting
ideas, wonderful events will unfold in our lives.
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This is one of Dr. Murphy’s best books, on a par with his
classic The Power of your Subconscious Mind. It
explains the difference between the conscious and
subconscious mind, and how the two work together to
create the reality of the individual. As in Murphy’s other
books, examples are given of how people overcame
problems or manifested their desires by changing their
minds through belief, affirmation, and visualization. The
chapters deal with: • HEALING • PRAYER •
BECOMING SPIRITUAL-MINDED • THE CREATIVITY
OF THOUGHT • THE MEANING OF EVIL • THE
MEANING OF LIFE • CONTROLLING ONE’S FEARS •
THE POWER OF SUGGESTION • MARRIAGE, SEX,
AND DIVORCE In his very engaging style, the author
teaches us how to use both phases of the mind
synchronously, harmoniously, and peacefully in order to
bring harmony, health, and abundance into our lives. He
also explains that Biblical statements are parables,
allegories, metaphors, similes, and cryptic statements,
and are thus not to be taken literally. The main message
is that we are all children of the infinite, born to win, and
to live in the joyous expectancy of the best. Exclusive to
and approved by the estate of Joseph Murphy
Explains how the subconcious mind works, tells how to
communicate with the subconscious, and describes the
ways in which it can lead one to success.
Your thoughts and feelings create your destiny.
Whatever your conscious and subconscious minds agree
upon will come to pass. Think of illness and you will be
ill. Think of happiness and you will be happy. You have
the power to control what goes into your mind. Instead of
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dwelling on depressing and life-sapping thoughts, feed
your subconscious with life giving patterns and your
actions and reactions will match your thoughts. In The
Healing Power of Your Subconscious Mind Dr. Murphy
gives you the tools to reprogram your mind to change the
nature of your thoughts from debilitating negativism to
inspiring affirmation.

I have seen miracles happen to men and women in
all walks of life all over the world. Miracles will
happen to you, too-when you begin using the magic
power of your subconscious mind. This book is
designed to teach you that your habitual thinking and
imagery mold, fashion, and create your destiny; for
as a man thinketh in his subconscious mind, so is
he. Why is one man sad and another man happy?
Why is one man joyous and prosperous and another
man poor and miserable? Why is one man fearful
and anxious and another full of faith and confidence?
Why does one man have a beautiful, luxurious home
while another man lives out a meager existence in a
slum? Why is one man a great success and another
an abject failure? Why is one speaker outstanding
and immensely popular and another mediocre and
unpopular? Why is one man a genius in his work or
profession while the other man toils and moils all his
life without doing or accomplishing anything
worthwhile? Why is one man healed of a so-called
incurable disease and another isn't? Why is it so
many good, kind religious people suffer the tortures
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of the damned in their mind and body? Why is it
many immoral and irreligious people succeed and
prosper and enjoy radiant health? Why is one
woman happily married and her sister very unhappy
and frustrated? Is there an answer to these
questions in the workings of your conscious and
subconscious minds? There most certainly is. It is for
the express purpose of answering and clarifying the
above questions and many others of a similar nature
that motivated me to write this book.
Joseph Murphy (20th May 1898-16th Dec 1981), the
author, says that "Wealth is a state of
consciousness. Everyone has a right to be rich. God
wants you to be happy, prosperous, and successful."
Dr. Murphy was a proponent of the New Thought
movement. He had had a unique gift of expressing
great truths in a lucid manner. The book highlights
"Your right to be rich" and "The road to Riches". The
author has marrated-'What people can achieve if
they start using their imaginary and creative skills.'
Lots of examples are included in the book. The book
narrates, there is no virtue in poverty. It should be
abolished from the earth. Everyone is here to grow,
expand and unfold - spiritually, mentally and
materially. Poverty is a disease like any other mental
disease. You were born to succeed to win, to
conquer all hurdles, and to have all your faculties
fully developed. If there is financial lack in your life,
do something about it. "Man does not live by bread
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alone." For this one has to set his heart on money
and to give all his attention to amassing money,
nothing else matters. You are living in a subjective
and objective world. You must not neglect the
spiritual food, such as peace of mind, love, beauty,
harmony ,joy, and laughter. Dr. Murphy wrote more
than 30 books. His most famous work is "The Power
of your Unconscious Mind."
The Power of Your Subconscious Mind has been a
bestseller since its first publication in 1963, selling
many millions of copies since its original publication.
It is one of the most brilliant and beloved spiritual selfhelp works of all time which can help you heal
yourself, banish your fears, sleep better, enjoy better
relationships and just feel happier. The techniques
are simple and results come quickly. You can
improve your relationships, your finances, your
physical well-being. Dr Joseph Murphy explains that
life events are actually the result of the workings of
your conscious and subconscious minds. He
suggests practical techniques through which one can
change one's destiny, principally by focusing and
redirecting this miraculous energy. Years of research
studying the world's major religions convinced him
that some Great Power lay behind all spiritual life
and that this power is within each of us. 'The Power
of Your Subconscious Mind' will open a world of
success, happiness, prosperity, and peace for you.
CONTENTS: 1. The Treasure House Within You 2.
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How Your Mind Works 3. The Miracle Working
Power of Your Subconscious 4. Mental Healings in
Ancient Times 5. Mental Healings in Modern Times
6. Practical Techniques in Mental Healings 7. The
Tendency of the Subconscious is Life-ward 8. How
to Get the Results You Want 9. How to Use the
Power of Your Subconscious for Wealth 10. Your
Right to Be Rich 11. Your Subconscious Mind as a
Partner in Success 12. How Scientists Use the
Subconscious Mind 13. Your Subconscious and the
Wonders of Sleep 14. Your Subconscious Mind and
Marital Problems 15. Your Subconscious Mind and
Your Happiness 16. Your Subconscious Mind and
Harmonious Human Relations 17. How to Use Your
Subconscious Mind for Forgiveness 18. How Your
Subconscious Removes Mental Blocks 19. How to
Use Your Subconscious Mind to Remove Fear 20.
How to Stay Young in Spirit Forever
An unprecedented collection of rare and lifechanging classics from the pioneering author of The
Power of Your Subconscious Mind. The newest
Tarcher Success Classic pulls together, in one
convenient and inspiring compendium, some of the
rarest and most extraordinary books by mind-power
master Joseph Murphy. This unmatched anthology
features more than twenty books and pamphlets,
including Murphy's most beloved works, such as The
Power of Your Subconscious Mind and How to
Attract Money--as well as extraordinary but difficultPage 9/25
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to-find early classics, such as The Meaning of
Reincarnation, Nuclear Religion, Why Did This
Happen to Me?, and Fear Not. These works are
drawn from the most prolific and potent period in
Murphy's career, in the years just before he shook
the world with his self-development landmark The
Power of Your Subconscious Mind (1963). It is a
must-have for Murphy readers.
Mind power is about more than just positive thinking.
Once you realize that it is the power of your thoughts
and beliefs that create your reality, you will begin to
pay close attention to the thoughts you are thinking.
By working with the process in this program you you
will learn how to direct the power of your mind and
subconscious mind to create the life you want.
Developing your Subconscious Mind Power is a
straightforward, effective process based on the
power of thoughts and the power of your
subconscious mind. When you work with your
subconscious Mind Power you learn how to use
affirmations, visualization, and the many other
techniques that will aid you in harnessing the power
of your subconscious mind. It goes beyond simple
positive thinking and gives you a system that you
can apply everyday so that you regularly direct your
subconscious mind to create the positive and
rewarding life you want. Once you master your Mind
Power and unleash your subconscious mind power,
will help you develop the personal power that you
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already possess to create success and fulfillment in
life...
How to Unleash the Power of Your Subconscious
Mind: A 52-week Guide provides a step-by-step
programme to discover a new you. You have the
incredible potential to be, do, and receive whatever
you desire, imagine and truly believe. Unfortunately,
however, only a small number of people achieve
their full human potential, because they fail to
recognize and harness the infinite power of the
subconscious mind. By following the guidance
offered here, you can stop going through life as a
victim of circumstances and become the master of
your own destiny within a year.
Programming Your Subconscious in the Dr. Joseph
Murphy Live! series is the only authorized edition in
print. Dr. Joseph Murphy has been acclaimed as a
major figure in the human potential movement, the
spiritual heir to writers like James Allen, Dale
Carnegie, Napoleon Hill, and Norman Vincent Peale,
and a precursor and inspirer of contemporary
motivational writers and speakers like Tony Robbins,
Zig Ziglar, and Earl Nightingale. He changed the
lives of people all over the world and was one of the
best-selling authors in the mid-20th century. Dr.
Murphy wrote, taught, counseled, and lectured to
thousands every Sunday as minister-director of the
Church of Divine Science in Los Angeles. Over the
years Dr. Murphy has given lectures and radio talks
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to audiences all over the world. Millions of people
tuned in to his daily radio program and have read the
over 30 books that he has written. His books have
sold over 15 million copies. In his lectures he points
out how real people have radically improved their
lives by applying specific aspects of his concepts
and gives listeners guidelines on how they, too, can
enrich their lives. Never say, "I can't". Overcome that
fear by substituting the following: "I can do all things
through the power of my own subconscious mind".
Make Dr. Joseph Murphy’s teachings a part of your
life.
In The Power of Your Subconscious Mind, Dr. Joseph
Murphy gives you the tools you will need to unlock the
awesome powers of your subconscious mind. You can
improve your relationships, your finances, your physical
well-being. Once you learn how to use this unbelievably
powerful force there is nothing you will not be able to
accomplish. Join the millions of people who have already
unlocked the power of their subconscious minds. I urge
you to study this book and apply the techniques outlined
therein; and as you do, I feel absolutely convinced that
you will lay hold of a miracle-working power that will lift
you up from confusion, misery, melancholy, and failure,
and guide you to your true place, solve your difficulties,
sever you from emotional and physical bondage, and
place you on the royal road to freedom, happiness, and
peace of mind.- Dr. Joseph Murphy
On the power of subconscious mind.
The unique feature of this book is its down-to-earth
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practicality Here you are presented with simple, usable
techniques and formulas, which you can easily apply in
your workaday world. I have taught these simple
processes to men and women all over the world, and
recently over a thousand men and women of all religious
affiliations attended a special class in Los Angeles where
I presented the highlights of what is offered in the pages
of this book. Many came from distances of two hundred
miles for each class lesson. The special features of this
book will appeal to you because they show you why
oftentimes you get the opposite of what you prayed for
and reveal to you the reasons why. People have asked
me in all parts of the world and thousands of times,
?Why is it I have prayed and prayed and got no
answer?? In this book you will find the reasons for this
common complaint. The many ways of impressing the
subconscious mind and getting the right answers make
this an extraordinarily valuable book and an ever present
help in time of trouble.
Happiness and success are goals we all strive for. But
how do we achieve these goals, and how do we protect
ourselves if we fail? The answer lies within the power of
the mind. Dr. Joseph Murphy, one of the world's
best—known authorities on the power of the
subconscious mind, shows readers not only how to
unleash this power, but how to harness it and effectively
use it to change their lives. Fully updated to reflect the
sensibilities of the 21st century, this revised edition of a
self—help classic is the key to overcoming the
psychological barriers that stand in the way of greater
material, spiritual, and emotional wealth.
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The Classic of Empowered Living, Now in a Special
Concise Edition! Do you sense the existence of a greater
power inside you? You are right. You will discover your
true potential in this unique abridgement of the
masterwork of higher living: Joseph Murphy’s The
Power of Your Subconscious Mind. In less than an hour
of reading, this thorough but compact condensation
exposes you to principles and exercises you can use
right now to harness your subconscious mind for
achievement, wellness, and success. Learn: • How to
find answers to problems while you sleep. • How your
inner talking becomes reality. • The secret to effective
prayer. • The right use of visualizations and affirmations.
• How to escape self-limiting patterns of the past. • The
incredible, unbounded abilities of your subconscious.
Condensed and introduced by PEN Award-winning
historian Mitch Horowitz, this brief volume will broaden
how you see yourself and your possibilities. Discover
what millions have found in The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind.
"Give no one in all the world the power to deflect you
from your goal, your aim in life, which is to express your
hidden talents to the world, to serve humanity, and to
reveal more and more of God's wisdom, truth, and
beauty to all people in the world. Remain true to your
ideal. Know definitely and absolutely that whatever
contributes to your peace, happiness, and fulfillment
must, of necessity, bless all men who walk the earth. The
harmony of the part is the harmony of the whole, for the
whole is in the part, and the part is in the whole. All you
owe the other, as Paul says, is love, and love is the
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fulfilling of the law of health, happiness, and peace of
mind." - Joseph Murphy “Busy your mind with the
concepts of harmony, health, peace, and good will, and
wonders will happen in your life.” ? Dr. Joseph Murphy,
NEW EDITION - Includes never-before-published
commentary from the author The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind introduces and explains the mindfocusing techniques that remove the subconscious
obstacles that prevent us from achieving the success we
want - and deserve. This authorised edition of Dr.
Murphy's keystone work is the first premium mass
market edition to feature additional commentary drawn
from his unpublished writings. As practical as it is
inspiring, Dr. Murphy's work demonstrates with real-life
examples the way to unleash extraordinary mental
powers to build self-confidence, create harmonious
relationships, gain professional success, amass wealth,
conquer fears and phobias, banish bad habits, and even
to effect physical healing and promote overall wellbeing
and happiness.
Dr. Storlie explains how you can communicate with your
subconscious mind-the super-intelligence within youusing mental imagery, contemplation and daydreaming.
Using his unique 7-step process, you'll learn to request
and receive help from the power of your subconscious
mind and create a better personal and/or professional
life. This book incorporates accelerated learning
methods so you can quickly deepen your understanding
of how to use contemplation, daydreams, and
daydreaming to improve nearly any aspect of your life.
Timothy provides you with 22 tools that you can use to
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help create a better future in 37 different areas of your
life. You'll learn methods to accelerate learning; become
a daydreamer, improve physical, emotional, sexual, and
mental health; improve communication, relationships,
and parenting; increase leadership qualities; improve
professional and business skills; enhance artistic or
sports performance; experience more creativity, fun,
fantasy, entertainment, romance, eroticism, and
intimacy; enjoy a more meaningful life; and achieve a
greater degree of personal fulfillment. Transformational
daydreaming is grounded in three core beliefs: (1) You
can develop a working relationship with your
subconscious mind; (2) You can ask your subconscious
mind for help by contemplating while in an altered state
of awareness; and (3) Your subconscious mind can
communicate advice, insight, and information to you
using the symbolic language of daydreams. In the hope
and desire for a better life, individuals, couples, parents,
students, teachers, trainers, healthcare professionals,
business leaders, writers, musicians, engineers,
designers, architects, performing and creative artists,
sports enthusiasts, and countless others use relaxation,
mental imagery and visualization, altered states of
awareness, contemplation, and daydreaming as part of
their creative process. Now, thanks to Dr. Storlie, you
can too!
All new, never-before-published? from the author of the
phenomenal bestseller The Power of Your Subconscious
Mind. When Dr. Joseph Murphy wrote his bestselling
book The Power of Your Subconscious Mind, he set forth
the basic techniques for enriching one?s life by
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programming the subconscious mind. This all-new book,
based on forty years of previously unpublished research,
shows how the subconscious mind can be used by
people in their workplace when dealing with both routine
and unexpected problems faced on the job. To illustrate
Murphy?s principles, editor Arthur Pell has provided
examples from the lives of past and contemporary
business leaders who have achieved success by
applying these concepts in their professional lives. This
book covers the most vital subjects in career and
business success including: establishing goals,
developing self-confidence and resilience, mastering the
law of attraction, leading a dynamic team, effective
communication, managing time efficiently, and more.
“HURRY, BUY THE BOOK AND TRANSFORM YOUR
LIFE.” — Marla Friedman, PsyD, PC, board chairman,
Badge of Life What if you could stop panic by tapping
into a different part of your brain? After years of working
to help sufferers of panic and anxiety, licensed therapist
(and pilot) Tom Bunn discovered a highly effective
solution that utilizes a part of the brain not affected by
the stress hormones that bombard a person
experiencing panic. This “unconscious procedural
memory” can be programmed to control panic by
preventing the release of stress hormones and activating
the parasympathetic nervous system. This process,
outlined in Panic Free, sounds complicated but is not,
requiring just ten days and no drugs or doctors. Bunn
includes specific instructions for dealing with common
panic triggers, such as airplane travel, bridges, MRIs,
and tunnels. Because panic is profoundly life-limiting, the
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program Bunn offers can be a real life-changer.
BOOKS BY DR. JOSEPH MURPHY The Amazing Laws
of Cosmic Mind Power The Cosmic Energizer: Miracle
Power of the Universe The Cosmic Power Within You
Great Bible Truths for Human Problems The Healing
Power of Love How to Attract Money How to Pray with a
Deck of Cards How to Use the Power of Prayer How to
Use Your Healing Power Infinite Power for Richer Living
Living Without Strain Love is Freedom Magic of Faith
Mental Poisons and Their Antidotes The Miracle of Mind
Dynamics Miracle Power for Infinite Riches Peace Within
Yourself The Power Of Your Subconscious Mind Pray
Your Way Through It Prayer is the Answer Psychic
Perception: The Meaning of Extrasensory Power Quiet
Moments with God Secrets of the I Ching Songs of God
Special Meditations for Health, Wealth, Love, and
Expression Stay Young Forever Supreme Mastery of
Fear Telepsychics: The Magic Power of Perfect Living
Why Did This Happen to Me? Within You is the Power
Write Your Name in the Book of Life Your Infinite Power
to be Rich
Dr. Joseph Murphy (20th May 1898-16th Dec 1981), the
author of the book grew up in a devout religious home.
Determined to explore new ideas, he moved to the
United States. He joined the Army also and served as a
Pharmacist in the medical unit. During this journey he
read the books of renowned authors. He got inspired. Of
all his more than 30 books, the self-help manual "The
Power of your Subconscious Mind" is the best seller.
Murphy was a major figure in inspirational literature,
mysticism and practical psychology that stressed
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personal development and self-reliance. The book, "The
Miracles of your mind" surely opens up the infinite
powers of your Subconscious mind. Lots of simple and
easy to understand ways to make your Subconscious
mind work for you to resume various life hurdles. The
book mentions lots of practical techniques for achieving
health, wealth, peace, and harmony. Also how your own
mind works. It is of the greatest importance that we
understand the interaction of the conscious and
subconscious mind, in order to learn the true art of
prayer. Trust the Subconscious mind to heal you. It
knowes much more than your conscious mind about
healing and restoring the mystery of the workings of the
mind. The book reveals - how to apply the Subconscious
mind to marital problems. Ignorance of the powers within
you is the cause of all of your Marital trouble. Lots of tips
are given, to have successful marital life. It all shows the
miracles of the subconscious mind. Also the book
explains how to harness the power of mind, thus making
your life cool, calm and happy & properous.
One of the bestselling self-help books of all time has
been revised and expanded. As an advocate of what is
now popularly known as the Law of Attraction, Murphy
shows that anyone can unleash powers to build selfconfidence and promote happiness.
Discover Your Subconscious Power! Historian and New
Thought scholar Mitch Horowitz shines a new light on
Joseph Murphy's landmark, The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind, showing how to maximize Murphy's
methods, reverse setbacks, and remove mental blocks.
He demonstrates how current insights from mind-body
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medicine and quantum theory show you how to
strengthen Murphy’s techniques. In this powerful Master
Class: • Mitch reveals posthumous letters from Murphy's
readers and responds to their questions and problems; •
advises what do to in the face of setbacks or failure; •
writes bluntly about lifting self-imposed mental blocks
that sap your abilities; • explores how Murphy's methods
address the complexities of life today—and faces the
facts of where they fail to and how to improve upon
them; • weds current insights from placebo studies,
neuroplasticity, and quantum theory to Murphy’s work; •
provides a comprehensive timeline of Murphy’s life and
little-known biographical details, including Murphy’s
tutelage under Neville Goddard’s teacher Abdullah.
Paris Match: “Mitch Horowitz, a specialist in American
esotericism, traces the history of positive thinking and its
influence ... takes us far from naive doctrines.” HuffPost:
“Has the rare gift of making the esoteric accessible to
discerning masses.” Boing Boing: “Horowitz comes
across as the real deal: he is an authentic ‘adept mind’
and he knows his stuff.”
Harness the wisdom of your subconscious with this modern
interpretation of the timeless teachings featured in Dr. Joseph
Murphy’s definitive classic The Power of Your Subconscious
Mind—now with expanded commentary and updated
practices, providing a practical toolkit to help you manifest
your deepest desires. Since its publication in 1963, Dr.
Joseph Murphy’s The Power of Your Subconscious Mind has
sold millions of copies worldwide and continues to draw new
generations of fans every year. Now, life coach and
consultant C. James Jensen supplements Dr. Murphy’s
authoritative book with fresh lessons and a modern toolkit of
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practices—such as affirmation, visualization, meditation, and
leadership skills—to help you harness your subconscious to
live your best life.
This book is about the hidden secrets about the Power of our
Subconscious Mind. This God gifted power can be the
biggest instrument in our success in all areas of lives. Even in
this modern advanced scientific era no steps have been
taken to teach this subject in schools or colleges. Because of
this lack of a proper medium to impart knowledge about this
subject to the general masses, other alternative institutions
are mushrooming to cater to the needs of those who are truly
interested in the subject. People interested in these subjects
try and learn it through hypnosis, NLP, Secrets of law of
attraction, Creative Visualization, Mind Power and
Subconscious Mind Programming workshops. But that is not
even one percent of the world’s population. The more one
knows and explores his mind powers specially the Conscious
and Subconscious Mind, the more he moves towards a path
of enlightenment. This book will definitely help a common
man to come out of his ignorance and master his mind as he
desires. Lets start this journey.
Many people have been trying to explain the power of the
subconscious mind through books and seminars for more
than a century. Different writers approached this subject at
different angles and most of them did not achieve their
expected results as most readers did not really understand
the concept or were not really convinced with what they have
read. This book comes with a unique intention of helping you
to achieve anything you really want and equally important,
getting rid of anything you do not want. This is done by
optimizing your subconscious mind power through The
Mindynamics System. During those years of application and
practice, I have managed to find out more about the
subconscious mind: what works and what doesn't; and why. I
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have also created The Mindynamics System that explains
clearly why and how the subconscious mind works. The
theories and techniques I have covered in this book do
aligned with what "The Secret" and "The Law of Attraction"
teach. There may be some differences in techniques and
perspectives; but the principles are the same. I have found
the codeword for motivation and I am now sharing with you.
With the new challenges in the 21st century, I believe the
codeword for motivation — The Subconscious Mind will be the
deciding factor for success as the subconscious mind does
magic and create miracles. With this book, I will show you the
techniques to unleash the power of your subconscious mind
through The Mindynamics System. You will be able to BE
YOUR BEST and achieve your goals. Be pleasantly
rewarded, as the results you attain are fast, efficient and
permanent.
From the renowned bestselling author of The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind, an authorized collection of writings that
unlock the secret to extraordinary success that lies within
each of us Millions of readers have embraced Joseph
Murphy's writings, including the phenomenal bestseller The
Power of Your Subconscious Mind, a beloved classic that sits
alongside the works of Napoleon Hill, Dale Carnegie, and
Norman Vincent Peale. This new collection, authorized by the
Joseph Murphy Trust, focuses on prosperity - and the simple
yet powerful ways we can focus our attention and beliefs to
achieve life goals, obtain riches, and live the life of our
dreams. Whether you are a longtime reader of Murphy's
insights or are discovering his work for the first time, this
powerful and deceptively simple volume will illuminate the
path to success. Comprised of original writings including
some that have never been published in book form, along
with modern-day updates, examples, and insights for the
contemporary reader, the book goes beyond what we've
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already heard about the Law of Attraction and the power of
positive thinking to reveal the ability that each of us has to
manifest remarkable change in our lives.
You have the incredible potential to be, do, and receive
whatever you desire, imagine, and truly believe.
Unfortunately, however, only a small number of people
achieve their full human potential, because they fail to
recognize and harness the infinite power of the subconscious
mind--the divinity within them and around them.The secret to
success is no secret. It has been in practice for thousands of
years. The most successful people throughout history are not
those who merely accept the reality presented to them but
those who imagine a better reality and believe in it so deeply
that they are actually able to create a new reality--to change
the state of being around them. In this book, you discover
how to create your own new reality through desire,
imagination, and belief:Part 1: Affirmation Essentials: Here
you discover how to plant thoughts into your subconscious
mind, so it can begin to work miracles in transmuting your
thoughts into reality, often with little or no effort on your
part.Part 2: Weekly Affirmations: These 52 weekly
affirmations empower you to improve every aspect of your
life, including your health, wealth, relationships, marriage, and
career. Each weekly affirmation is accompanied by
commentary that places the affirmation in the context of real
life, so you can more clearly imagine and start appreciating
the new reality you are about to experience.Part 3: More
Techniques for Planting Thoughts in the Subconscious Mind:
These additional techniques enable you to plant thoughts in
your subconscious mind and crystallize your vision. The more
clearly and distinctly you are able to imagine yourself being,
doing, or receiving that which you desire, the more certain
your desire will be fulfilled.Part 4: Unlock the Infinite Power
Within You: Part 4 reveals the principles upon which the
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practice is based and relates true stories of people who
solved problems, healed themselves and others, saved lives,
improved relationships, achieved career success, and
attracted wealth, through the power of affirmation. Part 4 also
reveals the role the subconscious mind plays in out-of-body
experiences, extrasensory perception, mental telepathy,
clairvoyance, precognition, remote viewing, and other psychic
powers. This book is your personal guide to leading a
happier, wealthier, and more fulfilling life. By following the
guidance offered here, you can stop going through life as a
victim of circumstances and become the master of your own
destiny. You discover how to harness the power of your own
mind and the infinite resources surrounding you to be, do,
and receive whatever you desire, imagine, and believe.
Dr. Joseph Murphy’s classic book The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind was first published in 1963 and became
an immediate bestseller; it was acclaimed as one of the best
self-help guides ever written. Following the success of this
work, Dr. Murphy lectured to thousands of people around the
world, and millions tuned in to his daily radio program. In his
lectures, he pointed out how real people have radically
improved their lives by applying specific aspects of his
concepts. Now, these lectures have been combined, edited,
and updated in six books that bring Dr. Murphy’s teachings
into the 21st century and provide readers with his proven
tools on how to program their subconscious minds so that
they can radically improve their lives. This is Book 2 of the
series. Within these pages, Dr. Murphy shares his four-step
master key to wealth to guide you to abundance and
continuing prosperity. By following this plan, a salesman
quintupled his income, a minister funded the rebuilding of a
church for a previously impoverished congregation, and many
other success stories took place that will inspire and amaze
you!
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